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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Precarious Status of Migrants in Thailand:
Reflections on the Exodus of Cambodian Migrants and Lessons Learnt
In June 2014 as the media began to report the arrest and deportation of migrant workers, the
number of Cambodian migrants who were being repatriated or leaving Thailand quickly rose.
In the face of this unprecedented phenomenon, both governmental and non governmental
agencies were struggling to meet the needs of those who returned to Cambodia. In
anticipation of an eventual return of these migrants back to Thailand, and hoping that they
would do so through a formal channel, both Thailand and Cambodia swiftly introduced a
number of policy reforms to make legal migration channels more accessible. Mekong
Migration Network (MMN) and its partner organisations believed it was critical to ensure
that these rapidly developing responses to the exodus of Cambodian migrants reflect the
voices of migrants as well as of their families, and decided to conduct a series of interviews
for this purpose.
Interviews were carried out in Banteay Meachey, Prey Veng, Kampong Cham, and Kandal.
As the interviews were being carried out in these areas, the situation changed rapidly and a
large number of migrant returnees started going back to Thailand. Therefore MMN decided to
modify its work plan in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the situation,
and arranged to also carry out interviews with those who had returned to Thailand, their
employers and local government officials in Thailand. As a result, a total of 67 Cambodian
migrants who recently returned to Cambodia from Thailand were interviewed. 38 family
members of the Cambodian returnees were also interviewed. As for Cambodian migrants who
went back to Thailand after having fled previous few weeks, a total of 13 were interviewed.
Finally, 18 other key informants were interviewed. In Cambodia, this included officials from
the Department of Labour, the Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training, and the
Provincial Department of Social Affairs, as well as the Deputy Governor of Poipet
Municipality. In Thailand, this included officials from the Provincial Department of
Employment and Provincial Administrations, and employers of migrant workers.
The mass exodus of Cambodian migrants from Thailand began soon after the 22 May 2014
coup d‘état by the Thai military, which established itself as the ruling authority in the form of
the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO). On 3 June, the NCPO began to arrest and
deport scores of undocumented migrants from Thailand. The numbers quickly rose from 163
migrants deported on 3 June to 2,993 deportees on 10 June. However, it was not until 11 June
that the NCPO finally made a verbal statement regarding its position on undocumented
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migrants in Thailand. Thai army spokeswoman Sirichan Ngathong stated that from then on,
any illegal migrant workers found in Thailand ―will be arrested and deported.‖ She elaborated
that the military government sees ―illegal workers as a threat because there were a lot of them
and no clear measures to handle them, which could lead to social problems.‖ This statement
combined with the mass deportations enflamed fears of a crackdown among regular and
irregular migrants in Thailand, and instigated a mass departure of Cambodian migrants.
The numbers of Cambodian workers leaving Thailand through deportation and self departure
was staggering. On 12 June, 16,508 migrants were deported. While Thailand was actively
deporting scores of migrants, it issued statements that it was doing no such thing. For
example, on 13 June General Chan-Ocha denied that the army would crack down on
undocumented migrants as Thailand ―still needs unskilled workers.‖ Thailand‘s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs spokesman Sek Wannamethee also denied that the military was conducting a
crackdown, but confirmed that the military was facilitating ‗voluntary‘ returns. Regardless of
official statements, the deportations continued with 40,339 people deported on 13 June and
26,763 migrants deported on 15 June. Also on 15 June, the governor of Banteay Meanchey
province in Cambodia reported that 135,000 Cambodians had recently left Thailand, with
25,000 of those workers crossing the border on 15 June alone. As of 20 June, the total number
of Cambodian migrants who had fled or been deported from Thailand in the previous two
weeks was reported to be 226,000.
The Cambodian government attempted to assist its returning citizens by offering
transportation from the border regions to migrants‘ hometowns throughout the country. Most
importantly however, they cut the cost of passports to US$4 and created One Stop Service
Centres (OSSCs) throughout the Cambodian border provinces in an attempt to help
Cambodian migrants obtain identity documents when they eventually returned to Thailand.
Meanwhile, business owners and employers in Thailand, particularly in the construction,
farming, and rice trade industries, were voicing their displeasure and highlighted that the
departure of such a sizeable portion of the informal labour force was having a detrimental
effect on their industries, and consequently on the Thai economy.
It was not until 25 June that the NCPO made concrete steps towards facilitating the return of
Cambodian migrant workers. This was through Order No. 70/2557, regarding ‗Interim
Measures in solving the problem of migrant workers and human trafficking.‘ The order
announced that Facilitation Centres for the Return of Cambodian Workers (FCRCWs) would
be set up in four border provinces the following day. Five other orders were issued by the
NCPO regarding the establishment and regulation of the FCRCWs and One Stop Service for
the Registration of Migrant Worker (OSSCs) throughout the country between 7 July and 21
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July. Eventually the OSSCs were established in every province and fishing operators were
required to register all their migrant workers on the mainland. According to the Ministry of
Labour‘s Office of Foreign Worker Administration, as of 6 November 2014 the total number of
workers registered came to a total of 1,493,781 migrant workers overall. Of those, the national
breakdown was: 681,571 Cambodian, 600,816 Myanmar, and 211,394 Laotian.
The new immigration registration policies enacted by the NCPO supplemented the
immigration procedures in place since 2007 which are regulated by the various
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) that Thailand has with Cambodia, Myanmar, and
Lao PDR. The MOU migration process is costly and complicated and hinges on migrants
already having certain difficult to obtain documents and relationships. It generally requires
that migrants enlist the services of a recruitment agency which takes a minimum of 53 days to
complete.
In addition to the MOU migration process, the NCPO created two alternative migration
registration mechanisms through the issuance of its multiple orders on migrant labour
registration. The first new mechanism was the FCRCWs. They were intended to be temporary
only, as Cambodians wishing to return to Thailand for employment through these centres
were initially supposed to register by 25 July 2014. After that, they would have to migrate
through regular means. These centres issued 60 day work permits to migrants who had either
a passport or a border pass.
The second new mechanism created by the NCPO was the OSSCs. They were created to
service three main groups of migrant workers and their dependents below the age of 15: those
who have previously registered under Cabinet Resolution on 6 August 2013 and whose work
permits expired on 11 August 2014; Cambodian migrant workers who have already registered
at a FCRCW; and undocumented migrant workers from Cambodia, Myanmar, and Lao PDR
already in Thailand. Registered workers are authorized to work until 31 March 2015 and only
for the employer who sponsored them at the work place specified on their work permit.
Cambodia also attempted to facilitate the MOU migration process through the creation of
OSSCs in Cambodia. Their primary goal is to facilitate the passport application process for
two groups of Cambodian migrants: those in Cambodia who wish to migrate through the
MOU process and also those who are already in Thailand but who wish to obtain national
identification documents to allow them to become documented. The Cambodian OSSCs
allow Cambodians to more quickly complete the requirements of the MOU process by
themselves or with a recruitment agency.
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Based on the 67 Cambodian migrant returnees the MMN research team interviewed in
Cambodia, the following trends were identified. The majority of interviewed migrants
returning to Cambodia stated that they were not forced to leave Thailand due to arrest and
deportation, but rather returned to Cambodia because they heard that the authorities were
cracking down on undocumented migrant workers, so they became scared and decided to
leave. This sudden return caused financial strain on many migrants because in order to
finance their departure, many had to borrow money and incurred financial debt.
Furthermore, over half of the interviewees stated that they needed short term financial
assistance. Directly due to that financial need, 80.6% of migrant returnees said they wanted to
migrate to Thailand again, and 51.8% already had plans to migrate to Thailand again.
In order to understand how migrants are returning back to Thailand, MMN carried out
interviews in Thailand with 13 Cambodian migrants who had fled during the exodus, but had
since returned. The most common reason that interviewees chose to return to Thailand was
because of lack of employment opportunities in Cambodia, which motivated 46.2% of
respondents. Other common reasons were that their employers in Thailand requested they
return to work or because they heard the NCPO had opened registration centres for migrant
workers. The highest rate, 38.5% of the interviewees, had not gone through any official
process to enter Thailand. They stated they choose this method of entry because they did not
have a travelling document and found brokers both safe and cheaper than obtaining a passport.
Another 30.8% crossed the border to Thailand through unofficial means and then went to a
Coordination Centre. A common reason this path was chosen was because migrants
recognized it is a channel that would allow them to return to work quickly. Although many
of the interviewees had not entered through regular channels, 92.3% said they planned to join
the current registration process.
After reflecting on the interviews conducted with migrants, their families, and key officials,
MMN has developed recommendations addressed to the Cambodian government, the Thai
government, and ASEAN, some of which are selected below.
For the Government of Cambodia to:


review its national development policies to create decent jobs with living wages and
improve the standard of living of its people.

For the Government of Thailand to:
 conduct a critical assessment of the impact of its immigration policies;
 ensure that all workers receive their entitled minimum wage and work towards
providing a living wage for all; and
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 review the policies that increase migrants‘ risk of being left undocumented, leaving
them vulnerable to arrest and deportation.
For the governments of Thailand and Cambodia to:
 review the current migration mechanisms in order to make them simpler, faster, cheaper
and more accessible for ordinary workers.
For ASEAN to:
 clarify the scope of the ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of the
Rights of Migrant Workers and encourage its member states to review their respective
migration policies to improve the lives of migrants across industries.
Migrant workers are backbones of the society and economy in the region and ensuring their
safety and dignity is crucial in the continued development and well-being of the region.
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1. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
In early June 2014 the media began to report the arrest and deportation of migrant workers
from Thailand, and the number of migrants deported or leaving the country out of fear soon
began to grow. The total number of Cambodian migrants who were repatriated or returned
reportedly reached over 220,000 in just two weeks time, one of the largest mass movements
of people in Southeast Asia since the 1970s. In the face of such an unprecedented
phenomenon, both governmental and non governmental agencies struggled to meet the needs
of those who were suddenly back in Cambodia and returning to their impoverished home
provinces. Some Mekong Migration Network (MMN) member organisations were at the
frontlines, providing immediate assistance to those who were returning. As the issues
required cross border responses, MMN members based in Thailand and Cambodia constantly
shared information in search of the best solution.
On 24 June 2014, MMN organised an emergency meeting in Phnom Penh. At the meeting,
MMN member organisations working to provide assistance to migrant returnees in various
provinces shared their initial observations as follows: 1) Migrants were coming back in a
mixed fashion, including through arrest and deportation. They were leaving out of fear or
because their employers or families asked them to leave. Some migrants turned themselves
into police asking to be safely returned to the border and then were deported, while others
tried to find their way back by themselves; 2) Some paid brokers sums of 2000-3000 Baht to
be smuggled back, but were not actually taken over the border, and were finally arrested and
deported by officials; 3) While Poi Pet (Banteay Meachey province) border checkpoint saw
the largest number of migrants being repatriated to Cambodia, smaller number of migrants
were also returning to Cambodia through border check points in Oddar Meanchey,
Battambang, Pailin and Koh Kong province; 4) After crossing the border, almost all the
migrants were returning to their home towns. Cambodian Women for Peace and Development
noted that by that stage at least 10,000 migrants had returned to Prey Veng province alone.
Other initial observations made by MMN member organisations were determined to need
further investigation via interviews with migrants to discover how widespread the problems
were. The issues identified were: 1) Unpaid wages; 2) Shelter; 3) Food; 4) Loss of livelihood
(affecting both migrant returnees and also their family members); 5) Lack of skills training
(many migrant returnees do not have the necessary skills for the current job market in
Cambodia); 6) Debts: Most migrants had borrowed money, and/or sold their land and other
assets in order to pay brokers to help them migrate to/be smuggled into Thailand. Many
migrants had also been underpaid in Thailand and had not been able to pay back the debt; 7)
Medical care; and 8) Challenges of migrating back to Thailand legally, as many intended to
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do so when the situation returned to ―normal.‖
The Cambodian government reduced the passport fee to US$4 to encourage its citizens to
migrate through legal channels. However, there were still many hurdles facing ordinary
migrants in the legal migration process, which is complicated and lengthy. Many migrants
were still likely to pay an agent/broker to migrate informally, resulting in increased debt.
In order to better understand the issues, and develop recommendations to improve the
situation, MMN decided to conduct a series of interviews with migrants and their families.
It was decided that Cambodian migrants who recently returned or been deported to
Cambodia, as well as their families, would be interviewed in four different provinces,
Banteay Meachey, Prey Veng, Kampong Cham and Kandal, using semi standard
questionnaires. It was also agreed that various key informants including government officials
in respective areas would be interviewed. Interviews in Banteay Meachey province were to
be carried out by Cambodian Women‘s Crisis Centre (CWCC), Prey Veng province by Legal
Support for Children and Women (LSCW), Kampong Cham province by Cambodian Women
for Peace and Development (CWPD) and Kandal province by Cambodian Human Rights and
Development Association (ADHOC).
As interviews were being carried out in these areas, the situation changed rapidly and a large
number of migrant returnees started going back to Thailand. Therefore MMN decided to
modify the work plan in order to get a more comprehensive understanding of the situation
and also carry out interviews with those who had returned to Thailand, their employers, and
local government officials in Thailand. In Thailand, interviews took place in the provinces of
Rayong, Trat and Sa Kaeo.
67 Cambodian migrants who recently returned to Cambodia from Thailand were interviewed,
as well as 38 family members of those returnees. 13 Cambodian migrants who recently
returned to Thailand after having fled to Cambodia were also interviewed in Thailand.
Finally, 18 key informants in both Cambodia and Thailand were interviewed. In Cambodia
this included officials of the Provincial Department of Labour, the Ministry of Labor and
Vocational Training, and the Provincial Department of Social Affairs; the Deputy Governor of
Poipet Municipality; Village Chiefs; and Commune Chiefs. In Thailand this included officials
of the Provincial Department of Employment, Provincial Administration and Provincial
hospitals; and migrant employers. The interviews were conducted and translated by MMN‘s
research team.
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On 11-12 September 2014, the project partners who carried out the interviews and
representatives of the MMN member organisations in Thailand held a meeting with the
following objectives:
i)

To share the findings from the study in Cambodia and Thailand concerning the
exodus of Cambodian migrants and jointly analyse the data;
ii) To share the findings from the study in Thailand on various migration management
mechanisms/systems, e.g. One Stop Service Centres, and jointly analyse their
impact on migrants;
iii) To update the Thai policies on migration and jointly analyse their implication;
iv) To formulate MMN‘s collective observation on the lessons learnt from the
experience of exodus of Cambodian migrants, as well as on the current migration
policies; and
v) To jointly develop recommendations.
The organisations that took part in the meeting all work closely with migrant communities in
various locations and have been monitoring the changes in migration policies and their
impact on migrants for a number of years. Thus, the inputs from these organizations greatly
enriched the depth and relevance of this paper, especially of the recommendations.
While the number of migrants interviewed for this project is modest compared to the total
number of the Cambodian migrants who returned to Cambodia in June, the intention of the
project was to shed a spotlight on the experiences and the views migrants themselves have on
those events and on the migration policies affecting them. The research members were also
directly involved in providing assistance to the migrant returnees who were stranded after
crossing the border or were in need of immediate assistance after returning to their home
provinces. It is in this capacity that the research team was able to reach out to the
communities and provide collective analysis to the final report.
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2. BACKGROUND
2-1. Overview of Thai policy on migrants from Cambodia, Myanmar/Burma, and
Lao PDR prior to the establishment of the National Council for Peace and Order
in Thailand
Undocumented migrant workers from neighbouring countries, namely Cambodia, Myanmar,
and Lao PDR, have been a significant feature of the Thai economy since the 1980s.
The first attempt of the Thai government to address the issue was in 1992 when
undocumented migrants from Myanmar were given permission to work in certain specified
occupations and in certain provinces.
In 1996, the Thai government implemented a program allowing employers to apply for
quotas of migrant workers from Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR. 300,000 migrant
workers, predominantly from Myanmar, registered under this scheme, but it is believed the
number of migrant workers in Thailand who remained unregistered was greater still.i
In October 2002, May 2003, and June 2003 Thailand signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on Cooperation in the Employment of Workers with Lao PDR,
Cambodia, and Myanmar, respectively. The MOUs aimed to regulate labour migration to
Thailand.
Thailand‘s most open registration policies were implemented in 2004, through which
migrants were able to register for a one year temporary ID card (Tor Ror 38/1) free of charge
and independent of an employer. Migrants were allowed to apply for a renewable one-year
work permit and purchase health insurance. These documents provided migrants with
confidence and the protection of certain rights and broke their dependency upon their
employers for legal status. Altogether 1,284,920 migrants registered, of which 70% were
from Myanmar, 15% from Cambodia and 15% from Lao PDR. Of those registered, 849,552
migrants registered for a work permit. However, the status of migrant workers with such
temporary ID cards and work permits was considered only semi legal and classified as
―illegal entry and work while awaiting for deportation.‖ The following year registration was
capped so only renewals were allowed, and the Thai government once again began carrying
out immigration crackdowns.
Subsequent years saw regular changes to policy without clarity or long term vision.
Furthermore, the policies set a precedent that work permits were linked to a specific
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employer and that migrants were not authorised to work in different sectors from those in
which they were originally registered and employed. Employees could only change jobs with
the permission of their employer and the Department of Employment. Mobility was also
severely limited as workers were confined to the areas where they were registered.
At the same time, in order to regularise migrants‘ status pursuant to the MOUs mentioned
above, Thailand began implementing Nationality Verification (NV) schemes for migrant
workers who were already working in Thailand. Upon completion of the NV, migrants‘ status
was to change from ―illegal entry and work while awaiting deportation‖ to ―legal entry‖. All
migrants who registered for a work permit had to enter the NV process. The NV for
Cambodians and Laotians started in 2006, while the NV for Burmese migrants started in
2009. Fresh recruitment of workers from Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR through newly
established recruitment agencies in these countries also started.
Migrants who completed the NV and fully legalised their status, as well as the workers who
migrated to Thailand through a recruitment agency pursuant to the MOU process (―MOU
migrants‖), were entitled to join the national Social Security program, which offered more
comprehensive benefits than Compulsory Migrant Health Insurance (CMHI), in which
migrants to Thailand previously participated.

2-2. Initial policy response to migration by the Thai military after the coup in
Thailand
Following the 22 May 2014 coup d‘état by the Thai military, the military government
established itself as the ruling authority in the form of the National Council for Peace and Order
(NCPO). On 3 June 2014, the NCPO began to arrest and deport scores of undocumented
migrants from Thailand. ii The numbers quickly rose from deportation of 80 Cambodian
migrantsiii and 163 Burmese migrantsiv on 3 June to 2,993 deportees on 10 June.vi
It was not until 11 June that the NCPO finally made a verbal statement regarding its position
on undocumented migrants in Thailand. Thai army spokeswoman Sirichan Ngathong stated
that from that point on, any illegal migrant workers found in Thailand ―will be arrested and
deported.‖vii She elaborated that the military government sees ―illegal workers as a threat
because there were a lot of them and no clear measures to handle them, which could lead to
social problems.‖viii Thai government television channels declared this to be part of an
―environmental cleansing‖ operation carried out to build a ―pleasant‖ society. ix This
statement only increased the fears of a crackdown among regular and irregular migrants in
Thailand, and instigated a mass departure of Cambodian migrants.

Photo courtesy of MMN
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Cambodian Migrant deportees arriving at Poipet reception centre, Cambodia
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3. REFLECTIONS ON THE EXODUS OF CAMBODIAN MIGRANTS IN
JUNE 2014
3-1. Overview of the events - raids, fear, panic and leaving Thailand
On 30 May 2014, General Chan-Ocha, the head of the NCPO, stated in a televised address that
he intended to move forward with establishment of Special Border Economic Zones (SBEZ) to
prevent ―illegal migrants from crossing into inner provinces of Thailand, thereby giving more
work opportunities to Thai nationals.‖ x This set the tone for the following official and
unofficial statements issued by the NCPO regarding migrants which repeatedly referred to the
xi

―migrant worker problem‖ as an issue they were attempting to fix.
The crackdown on undocumented migrants began on 3 June when Thai authorities arrested and
xii

deported 163 undocumented Burmese migrants in a raid in Mae Sot at Ban Sung Kwe. Thai
security forces then shut down illegal crossing points on the Burmese border, stranding many
who cross back and forth for work in Thailand.

xiii

The numbers of migrants being deported continued to rise; from 136 deportees on 5 Junexiv
to 2,160 on 9 Junexv according to official statistics from the Poipet Transit Centre.xvi The
official number of migrants deported on 10 June was 2,993 deportees (1,635 men, 1,058
women, 300 children). By 11 June, according to the Cambodian consulate in the Thai border
province of Sa Kaeo, at least 10,000 Cambodians had already crossed the border since the
coup, and the number was anticipated to grow following the NCPO‘s statement of the same
xvii

day that illegal migrants were to be arrested and deported.

Also on 11 June, more than 100 Thai security police raided a Burmese migrant
neighbourhood in Chiang Mai near Wat Pa Pao and detained a truck full of migrant
xviii

workers.
In total, 7,686 migrants were deported on 11 June. On 12 June, following the
arrest of more than 100 undocumented migrants in Mae Sot from the Muslim community,
Police Colonel Pongnakorn stated that the removal of migrant workers was ―good for
xix

national security.‖
The same day saw 600 Cambodian workers who were intending to
leave Thailand through Surin province arrested and deported, and 16,508 migrants deported
overall.
In response to increasing concern from the business sector about losing their work force, on
13 June General Chan-Ocha denied that the army would crack down on undocumented
xx

migrants as Thailand ―still needs unskilled workers.‖
Thailand‘s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs spokesman Sek Wannamethee also denied that the military was conducting a
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crackdown, but confirmed that the military was facilitating ‗voluntarily‘ returning
Cambodians.xxi Mr. Wannamethee went on to say that ―Thai authorities realize the
importance of migrant workers from neighbouring countries toward driving Thailand‘s
economy forward… As a result, we would like to revamp and integrate the management
system, as well as to get rid of exploitation from smugglers, in a bid to prevent abuses of the
workers and human trafficking problems.‖xxii
Tens of thousands of migrants continued to leave Thailand on a daily basis, including almost
45,000 on 14 June alone. Also on that day, six undocumented Cambodian migrants and their
driver died in a car crash while on their way to the border, making them the first confirmed
casualties in the mass return of migrant workers to Cambodia since the military coup.xxiii
More than half of the migrants returning to Cambodia were women and children and many
had no way to travel onwards after they have crossed the border. Aside from transport, they
described a growing need for food, water, health care and shelter.
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On 15 June Kousoum Saroeuth, governor of Banteay Meanchey province in Cambodia,
reported that 300 military trucks and buses were standing by to transport the workers back to
their hometowns free of charge and that local authorities and charitable organizations were
providing the returnees with food and water. The International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) estimated that 120,000 Cambodians had returned since the May 22 coup.

Migrant returnees waiting to return home, Poipet, Cambodia

On 16 June the NCPO again denied they were pursuing a ―sweep and clean‖ policy of driving
undocumented foreign workers out of the country but rather said that its officials ―will visit
all areas where there are illegal workers to learn of the real, accumulated problems stemming
from the long mismanagement of alien labour‖ including child labour, human trafficking and
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corruption involving officials and labour agents.xxiv NCPO spokesman Winthai Suvaree went
on to state that ―[w]e ask that those who employ foreign workers continue their activities as
normal and maintain good order.‖xxv
On 16 June Thai business operators began to publicize their fears of labour shortages and the
detrimental impacts on the Thai economy that the flight of migrant workers could cause.
Prasert Taedullayasatit, president of the Thai Condominium Association, predicted that labour
shortages would delay project launches and housing deliveries. Former finance minister
Thirachai Phuvanatnaranubala also warned of the need to quickly attract fleeing Cambodian
migrant workers back to Thailand to avoid damage to the economy.xxvi
On 17 June, General Chan-Ocha called on Thai employers to register their foreign workers,
xxvii

and threatened to punish officials involved in human trafficking and illegal migration.
The NCPO established a hotline for communication on labour issues after the number of

Cambodian workers returning to Cambodia reached 200,000 and ―urged those workers who
have been deported since June 1 to return with legal paperwork.‖

xxviii

The severity of the labour shortage was quickly becoming apparent in Thailand, and on 19
June the Labour Ministry urged business operators facing labour shortages following the
mass exodus of Cambodian workers to report their manpower needs so the Ministry could
help to fill the shortfall.

xxix

On 20 June the Thai junta sent 1,300 undocumented Cambodian migrants back home,
bringing the total number of Cambodian migrants deported from or fled Thailand to 226,000
in the previous two weeks.

xxx

However, around this time, the flow of Cambodian workers appeared to have started
reversing, or at least pausing. According to Colonel Phichit Meekhunsut, commander of a
special task force unit under the 12th Military Ranger Regiment, more than 100 Cambodians
entered Thailand through the Sa Kaeo‘s Aranyaprathet district from the Cambodian town of
xxxi

Poipet on 20 June.
The Ambassador of Cambodia to Thailand, Kuy Koung, had also said
on 17 June that Cambodia‘s Ministry of Foreign Affairs had registered 50,000 Cambodians to
legally work in Thailand, of which around 20,000 had already returned to Thailandxxxii.
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3-2. Background of migrants who returned to Cambodia
The MMN research team carried out its interviews between July 2014 and August 2014. In
total MMN interviewed 67 Cambodian migrants in Cambodia who had recently returned
from Thailand. The workers‘ sex was almost evenly split with 52.2% identifying as male and
47.8% as female. They were predominantly (49.3%) between the ages of 19 and 30 years old.
The second largest age group was that of 31 through 40 year olds who made up 29.9% of the
interviewees. Most of the interviewees, 80.6%, had no documentation at all when they were
working in Thailand, while 7.5% had migrated legally to Thailand through a recruitment
agency but their work permits had expired.
The interviewees had been working in provinces across Thailand, but the largest
concentration of migrants was in Chonburi province (34.3%) and Bangkok (22.4%). The
most common areas of employment were construction (52.2%) and factory work (22.4%).
Interestingly, a large portion of the interviewees had only been in Thailand for a few months
prior to returning the Cambodia: 32.8% had been in Thailand less than three months, 20.9%
had been there between three and six months, 14.9% between one and two years, and 11.9%
between six months and a year. Although this was beyond the scope of the research, it is
possible that longer term migrants in Thailand may have been more willing to wait and see if
the situation changed before making a decision to return.
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13 of the interviewees were asked additional questions about family status and land
ownership that were added to the questionnaires after the research had begun. Of these 13,
ten were married and three were single. Eight had children. Only one owned land themselves,
while nine had family who owned land.

Migrant’s luggage arrives in Poipet, Cambodia.
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3-3. Why and how did they leave Thailand?
Migrants returned to Cambodia through a variety of different ways and for many reasons.
The majority of migrants returning to Cambodia were not forced to leave Thailand due to
arrest and deportation, which was the experience of only 10.4% of the interviewees. Rather,
44.8% of those interviewed returned to Cambodia because they heard that the authorities
were cracking down on undocumented migrant workers so they became scared and decided
to leave. The second most common reason for leaving Thailand was because migrants‘
families in Cambodia became worried and asked them to return (17.9% of respondents).
Some of the other reasons for returning to Cambodia were because their employers were
frightened and asked them to leave (9%), to obtain a new passport or extend their current one
(4.5%), their family requested they return for other reasons (4.5%), the interviewee or a
family member was sick (3%), or because they had no employment in Thailand (3%).
Of the seven interviewees who reported being deported, four were arrested by police at their
workplace, all of which were factories or construction sites. Another two responded that they
self-reported to the police because they could not afford to leave Thailand independently. The
final interviewee said they were arrested while travelling back to Cambodia. Four of the
seven interviewees said they had to pay a fee in their deportation process.

3-4. How did the sudden return affect migrants and their families?
“I’m really concerned as my son will have no income. He will need to
spend more money to go back to Thailand.”
(A mother in her 50s, whose son in his 20s has recently come back to
Cambodia. Her son used to be employed in agriculture in Thailand but
she does not know exactly where in Thailand he worked. Interviewed in
Poi Pet, July 2014)
The sudden return caused financial strain on many migrants because in order to finance their
departure many had to borrow money and incurred financial debt. The rapid departure from
Thailand caused 53.7% of interviewees to become indebted, and of those 44.4% reported they
had already paid off the debt themselves or family members had lent them the money to pay
it off. Most of those who still had debt expressed worry about increasing debt due to interest
or worry about losing their homes which were used as collateral against the loan.
Only 22.7% of interviewees reported that they were owed wages by their employer in
Thailand. However, of those who were owed wages, it was almost evenly split as to whether
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or not they wished to demand their unpaid wages: 46.6% wished to demand them but 53.3%
wished not to do so.

3-5. How did migrant returnees cope?
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There were various responses to the question of how they planned to cope with their sudden
return. The majority of respondents, (44.8%), planned to return to their hometown and wait
until it was a better time to return to Thailand. Another 19.4% said they would go back to
their hometown and look for a job there. A significant percentage, 16.4%, said they had no
idea what they should do now.

Non-profit NGOs providing emergency relief to migrants

In terms of immediate financial need, 56.7% of migrant interviewees expressed a need for
short term assistance. As for family members of recently returned migrants, the answers were
evenly divided as to whether or not they had an immediate need for short term assistance.
This answer is particularly interesting because 92.1% of family member interviewees said
their migrant family member sent remittances to them. Also of note is that family members
expressed a spectrum of views on how it affected them now they could no longer expect
remittances. Some responded that it was not an issue because they had saved up money, but
others said they were worried they would not have enough money to cover the daily living
and education expenses of themselves and their dependents. 68.4% of respondents said the
family had incurred a debt from sending their family member abroad, and some of them said
they were frightened their property would be seized due to unpaid debt.
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3-6. How did the Cambodian government respond to the sudden return of
Cambodian people?
The Cambodian government acknowledged that the thousands of migrant returnees had
particular needs to be addressed. According to interviews with government officials in
Cambodia, they identified migrants‘ most pressing needs to be transportation from border
check points to their home towns, job opportunities, vocational training, passports, and a way
to legally return to Thailand as soon as possible. The Cambodian government‘s priorities
reflected that they recognized they would be unable to actually provide enough jobs for these
migrants, so they would need to return to Thailand in order to financially support their
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families.

Cambodian government deploying Army trucks to bring migrants to their home provinces,
Poipet, Cambodia

Local governments said they responded by offering newly returned migrants food, free
transportation from the border to their home communities, and medical support. They also
attempted to mobilize support from local businesses to help returning migrants.
Furthermore, they have striven to provide information to returning migrants about legal
migration channels, documentation and how to manage their remittances. Consultations with
landless migrants have been organized in one municipality to aid migrants in buying land for
housing through bank loans. On 16 June Cambodian Interior Minister Sar Kheng expressed
hope that the returned migrants would contribute to the Cambodian economy, by attending
government training centres and finding jobs within Cambodia, where the labour market
xxxiii

faced shortages.
The Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training (MOLVT) and some
provincial Departments of Labour and Vocational Training also stated that they provided
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basic information on local job vacancies and free vocational training for returned migrant
workers in every province. However, the vocational training centres around the country
lacked the resources and finances to offer the necessary training equipment or teaching staff
to properly train workers, and financial barriers made them inaccessible to many
Cambodians.
The Cambodian government also attempted to encourage legal migration to Thailand. As part
of those measures, local authorities made efforts to increase the speed at which government
offices can issue registration documents such as birth certificates and family record books, to
help returning migrants get their documents in order before leaving the country once more.
Significantly, on 20 June Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen signed a sub-decree that
lowered the normal fee for a passport from US$124 to just US$4 for students and migrant
workers.
On 24 June the Ministry of Labour met with over 40 recruitment agencies to codify and
expedite the legal migration process. According to Minister of Labor Ith Sam Heng, ―the
recruitment agencies will be given authority to endorse migrant workers, who will be charged
a total of US$49 for a passport, working permit and Thai employment visa, along with
transport and food.‖xxxv This would allow recruitment agencies to sponsor workers, rather
than waiting for Thai employers to register for them, as required in the traditional MOU
between Cambodia and Thailand.
On 11 July the Ministry of Foreign Affairs called on all undocumented Cambodians in
Thailand to register for a legal work permit at one of Thailand‘s newly opened One Stop
Service Centres for the Registration of Migrant Workers, and stated that new passport-issuing
offices would be opened at four locations along the border.xxxvi The MOLVT and the
Ministry of Interior also issued Proclamation No. 2574 on 14 July 2014 facilitating the
issuance of passports through similar One Stop Service Centres in Cambodia[?]. The
MOLVT also set up procedures to enable migrant workers to work legally in Thailand
through these centres in the provinces of Banteay Meanchey (Poipet), Pailin (Prom),
Udormean Chey (Orsmach), and Koh Kong (Cham Yeam)
However, the Cambodian government has faced considerable challenges in speeding up the
passport issuing process and ensuring migrants go through legal migration channels. Migrants
found the procedures too complicated and generally did not have enough information on safe
and legal migration. Also, to access the special subsidized passport, Cambodians first must
provide proof of employment from a Thai employer or a recruitment agency and also obtain
certification from the Ministry of Labour, which made the process too complicated and time
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consuming for many.xxxvii Furthermore, some Cambodian returnees had already left their
local communities for Thailand once more by the time local government was able to reach
out to them.
The sudden return of so many Cambodian migrants has caused local governments to
re-evaluate their policies and goals in reference to migration. Their new government policies
are focused on promoting more legal migration, establishing more efficient procedures for
legal migration and developing reintegration programs for returned migrant workers.
While they are trying to facilitate migration, some local governments are also trying to
encourage migrant workers to work locally to fill the demand for labour within Cambodia.
According to the Cambodia‘s National Employment Agency, there were 16,146 job vacancies
as of 25 June 2014.xxxviii

3-7. What was the reaction of employers and business sectors?
Thai business operators were frightened by the rapid exodus of Cambodian migrant workers
and feared a labour shortage could delay development and damage Thailand‘s already
weakened economy. Representatives of the construction, farming, and rice trade industries all
stated that they were experiencing a labour shortage which was having a detrimental effect on
their respective industries. As mentioned above, Thai Condominium Association President
Prasert Taedullayasatit expressed the view that labour shortages would cause significant
delays,xxxix
and Thai Rice Exporters Association‘s honorary president Chookiat
Ophaswongse stated that ―[a]s many as 70% of the workers involved in loading grain at
warehouses and moving it to vessels have left the country… That could delay deliveries by as
much as three weeks.‖xl
These industries quickly publicized their fears to the government and encouraged the NCPO
to create a clear foreign labour policy. In response, Permanent Secretary for Labour Jirasak
Sukonthachart announced that the Ministry of Labour would make efforts to help up to 1,500
business operators in the eastern provinces by relocating ―workers from other areas to fill the
gaps so companies can continue operating.‖xli He recognized that there were labour shortages
in the farming, fishery, service and industrial sectors due to the recent exodus of Cambodian
workers. He directed employers to inform the ministry of their company names and the
number of workers they needed so that the ministry could attempt to locate replacement
workers for them.
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3-8. Reflection by Cambodian migrant returnees-hopes for the future, reflections
on the migration process
80.6% of migrant returnees interviewed in Cambodia said they wanted to return to Thailand,
while 17.9% said they did not. 51.8% said they had already made plans to migrate to
Thailand again.
“I really want to migrate through the formal system. However, I found
the procedures really complicated and I have to wait for long time. It
costs a lot as well.” (Cambodian male migrant in his 20s who used to be
employed in construction work in Bangkok before returning to
Cambodia. Interviewed in August 2014)
Migrants also helped to illuminate their own priorities when migrating, choosing between
cost, time and efficiency, safety, legality of entry and availability of information. The highest
priorities for migrants were the financial cost, and whether it was by legal or illegal means.
The percentage of respondents to place each of these as their top priority was tied at 38.5%.
Safety was also important, with 46.2% of migrants rating it their second most important
priority. The issue migrants least prioritized was availability of information which 61.5% of
migrants ranked as the last of their concerns.

3-9. Recommendations of Cambodian migrant returnees
During the interviews, Cambodian migrant returnees were asked to share their
recommendations for their government. The recommendations expressed by the interviewees
included lowering the cost of passports and the other necessary legal documents for working
in Thailand, developing jobs and industry in Cambodia, and facilitating migration to
Thailand. The interviewees were also asked about their recommendations for the Thai
government. The responses largely focused on the police and military‘s handling of migrants.
They requested that the Thai government not arrest migrant workers, however if arrest was
unavoidable, that they respect their human rights, especially in how they house, feed, and
transport them.
The migrant returnees were also asked to share their recommendations for NGOs. The
interviewees suggested NGOs to raise awareness of migrant rights issues, to help migrants
who are being abused, and to provide legal assistance to trafficked migrants. Finally, migrants
were asked to make recommendations for Thai employers. They requested that employers not
cheat migrant workers, increase their pay, treat them humanely and with respect, and rehire
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migrant workers as soon as possible now that they are returning from Cambodia.

Cambodian migrant workers working and living condition in Rayong, Thailand, 12 August 2014
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4. MIGRANTS GONE AND RETURNED: PERSPECTIVES FROM
THAILAND
4-1. Policy response to the exodus of Cambodian migrants from Thailand
As explained in section 3, starting on 16 June 2014 the NCPO began to create new policies
on migrant workers in Thailand. At that time they released Order No. 67/2557 regarding
‗Temporary measures in addressing migrant workers.‘ In it they announced they had no
policy as yet to crack down on migrant workers in Thailand. The order went on to state that
the NCPO was considering enacting regulatory and legal change in its treatment of migrant
workers, but did not contain any specifics about the NCPO‘s intentions. On 17 June, the
NCPO released Order No. 68/2557 regarding ‗Urgent Interim Measures to Prevent and
Suppress Human Trafficking and Solve Problems pertaining to Migrant Workers, Phase One.‘
The order vaguely referred to the need to follow legal procedures to ensure migrant workers
had workplace protection.
On 21 June the NCPO announced plans to set up One Stop Service Centres (OSSCs) to
register migrant workers under its urgent measures to combat long-running transnational
labour problems. The OSSCs would speed up the documentation procedures for workers,
mainly from neighbouring countries, as part of security measures to ensure their access to
labour rights benefits. Authorities were also easing legal restrictions to allow workers who
overstayed their visas to continue working.
On 25 June, the NCPO issued Order No. 70/2557, regarding ‗Interim Measures in solving the
problem of migrant workers and human trafficking‘. The order announced that Facilitation
Centres for the Return of Cambodian Workers (FCRCWs) would be set up in Sa Kaeo,
Chanthaburi, Trat, and Surin provinces the following day. Cambodians wishing to enter
Thailand for work could register, and the FCRCW would facilitate their assignment to
employers who had registered their interest in migrant labour, and also issue them with
temporary entry permits for that purpose. The employer must then obtain a temporary work
permit for their employee from their local OSSC, one of which would be set up in every
province. Cambodians wishing to make use of the FCRCW had to register by 25 July 2014.
After that date, and outside the allowances provided for in the order, regular immigration law
would be strictly enforced, which suggests an increased emphasis on apprehending
undocumented migrants.
It was not only immigration and labour authorities who were getting involved in the
legalization process of migrants, however. Expecting a large number of Cambodian migrant
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workers to return to Thailand, on 26 June the Public Health Ministry dispatched teams to the
border provinces of Sa Kaeo, Trat, Surin and Si Sa Ket to provide health check-ups and sell
health insurance to returning Cambodian migrants, all at reduced rates.xlii
The NCPO continued to deny its prior crackdown at a press conference in Sa Kaeo on 27
June. Sa Kaeo governor Phakarathorn Tianchai insisted that ―[t]he new Thai government did
not crack down on migrant workers …The government asserts again that the best way is to
create a centre for migrant workers to find work that is safe according to state law and
provides a good salary.‖xliii
Return migration back into Thailand started to increase near the end of the month, as 1000
Cambodians were reported to have entered Thailand daily through Poipet on 30 June and 1
July.xliv The NCPO continued in its new attempts to control migrant labour and improve their
international image in regards to human trafficking by issuing a new order regarding the
establishment of OSSC in additional provinces. On 3 July the NCPO announced Order No.
77/2557 ‗Establishment of additional One Stop Service Centres for the Registration of
Migrant Workers and Measures for orderly management of migrant workers working on
fishing vessels in provinces bordering the sea.‘ Furthermore, by 21 July employers of migrant
workers working on fishing vessels were ordered to compile a roster detailing the names,
nationalities, and numbers of their migrant workers and notify the respective Provincial
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Employment Office where their vessels were registered.xlv By 26 July the Department of
Employment announced that the operators of 3,315 fishing trawlers (out of around 10,000 in
operation) had submitted lists with the names of 54,789 migrant workers, of which 44,357
were undocumented.xlvi

Fishery workers unload their catch at docks in Trat, Thailand, 14 August 2014
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The NCPO‘s actions to legalise the status of migrant workers in Thailand received the support
of the Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR governments on 7 July when ambassadors from
those countries joined the Thai officers to inspect the OSSC opened in Samut Prakan province.
The ambassadors expressed their support of Thailand‘s labour regulations, saying they would
ease many problems and protect workers from human rights abuses.xlvii
The following day the NCPO reiterated that in order to obtain a workers‘ permit it would now
be mandatory for migrants to first pass a health screening costing US$15 and buy 1,600 Baht
insurance. While this was not a new rule, it was now being much more strictly enforced. The
Thai Ministry of Health ordered workers seeking yearlong permits to be screened for
amphetamine abuse and major illnesses, including syphilis, leprosy, filariasis, and, through a
chest X-ray, tuberculosis.xlviii Those who were found to be suffering amphetamine abuse,
third stage of syphilis, mental illness, alcoholism, infectious tuberculosis, severe leprosy, or
severe filariasis would be deported. Those who tested positive for tuberculosis, syphilis,
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leprosy, or filariasis in the early stages would be required to undergo follow up treatment
before being allowed a work permit.

Migrants complete health checks at a OSSC in Rayong, Thailand

The NCPO continued to attempt to monitor the immigration status of migrants in Thailand on
20 July by requiring landlords of migrant workers in Samut Sakhon province to provide a list
of all migrant tenants to authorities within 24 hours or face legal action as part of efforts to
regulate rental properties. Colonel Jakkrawut Sinpoonphol, deputy chief of Samut Sakhon's
Internal Security Operations Command (ISOC) office and head of a migrant housing
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inspection team, said in a meeting with landlords that they must produce rental contracts for
the check. Home owners were told they could become second defendants in legal cases if
officials arrest their tenants for violating the law.l
Throughout the month of July the NCPO had been continuing to issue orders establishing
OSSC in various provinces. The order on 21 July, No. 117/2557, announced a further 53
provinces, making it a nationwide service, and extending the operation of all centres to 31
March 2015.li
The other order issued on that date was titled Order No. 118/2557 ‗Additional Interim
Measures to Prevent and Suppress Human Trafficking and Solve Problems pertaining to
Migrant Workers.‘ This order extended the registration period for the OSSC, as well as the
FCRCW in Chanthaburi and Sa Kaeo province, until 31 October 2014 so that Cambodian
migrants who wished to return to work in Thailand could continue to submit their requests
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through the FCRCW. The order also extended the validity period of migrant workers‘
documents (work permits and Non-Thai ID cards) issued by OSSC to 31 March 2015 and
reiterated the requirement that migrants and their dependents must purchase health
insurance.lii From 30 June to 15 July, more than 100,000 workers received the service and
bought insurance cards.liii

Migrant workers register at a OSSC in Ranong, Thailand

The NCPO held a press conference on 29 July announcing that the time period for allowing
undocumented migrants from Cambodia, Myanmar, and Lao PDR to register and receive
temporary work permits in Thailand would not be extended. They instructed migrant workers
to report to the OSSC by 31 October 2014, in order for them to temporarily stay on and work
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in Thailand. Registered migrant workers would be allowed to use their Non-Thai ID cards to
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return to their country of origin to complete the nationality verification process and acquire
the necessary documents by 31 March 2015.liv

Migrant workers wait at a OSSC in Rayong, Thailand, 11 August 2014

The Ministry of Labour‘s Office of Foreign Worker Administration released figures on 6
November 2014 showing that the total number of workers registered by that date came to a
total of 1,493,781 migrant workers overall. Of those, the nationality breakdown was: 681,571
Cambodian, 600,816 Burmese, and 211,394 Laotian. The total number of dependent children
registered was 91,157, of which 41,695 were Cambodian, 40,388 Burmese, and 9,074
Laotian. The OSSC also succeeded in registering 309,610 employers. The provinces with the
highest number of migrant workers registered were Bangkok with 308,447 workers,
Chonburi with 141,913 workers, and Samut Sakhorn with 98,357 workers. The main
employment sectors within which migrant worker have registered were construction (479,236
workers), agriculture (215,585 workers), and services (138, 601 workers).lv
On 11 October 2014 Mr Sumet Mahosot, director-general of Thailand‘s Labour Ministry‘s
Employment Department, announced that starting 13 October 2014 a new round of the NV of
the 1.2 million recently registered migrant workers from Cambodia, Myanmar and Lao PDR
and their dependents would begin. The Cambodian government would be dispatching five
teams of officials to Thailand to aid in the NV process, beginning in the provinces of Samut
Prakan, Samut Sakhon, Chachoengsao and Chon Buri and costing migrant workers 1,500
Baht each.lvi
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The NCPO has reiterated its firm stance that all workers must register by 31 October 2014. On
20 October, ISOC said that it ―would take necessary measures to deport the unregistered
workers back to their home countries.‖lvii Furthermore the Ministry of Labour announced that
it would look for ―incentives to attract more Thai workers to work in the tourism and other
industries‖ in order to replace undocumented migrant workers.lviii

4-2. What mechanisms are there for workers to migrate to Thailand now?
Migration through recruitment agency, a process established pursuant to the
Memorandum of Understanding
Formal migration through recruitment agency established pursuant to the MOU between
Cambodia and Thailand is a complicated process. Migrants who have migrated to Thailand
through this formal channel are typically called ―MOU migrants‖. The number of Cambodian
MOU migrants in Thailand as of 13 July 2014 is 85,733. MOU migrants are authorized to
work in Thailand for two years, at which time they are eligible to renew the permit for
another two years.
The MOU process requires that a migrant obtain the services of recruitment agencies in
Cambodia which are also in contact with Thai employers seeking migrant labour. The agency
files on behalf of them for an Overseas Worker Card with the Cambodian Ministry of Labour
and Vocational Training.
Once the Overseas Worker Card is issued, the agency can apply for a passport for the migrant
and arrange the approval of other documentation from Thai and Cambodian authorities. Once
all permission has been granted, the recruitment agency then commonly organizes
transportation for the migrants to their job site in Thailand. Upon arriving there, migrants
must report to local immigration authorities to register and receive their actual work permits.
One Stop Service Centre for the Registration of Migrant Workers in Thailand
The OSSC was created to service three main groups of migrant workers and their dependents
below the age of 15: those who registered in 2013 following the 6 August 2013 Thai Cabinet
Resolution that approved extension of an additional year the deadline for completion of the
regularization process for irregular migrants in Thailand and whose work permits expired on
11 August 2014, Cambodian migrant workers who registered at the FCRCW, and
undocumented migrant workers from Cambodia, Myanmar, and Lao PDR already in
Thailand. Registered workers are only authorized to work for the employer who sponsored
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them at the work place specified on their work permit. Once registered, they are authorized to
stay and work in Thailand until 31 March 2015.
For migrants to register at the OSSC, their employers must first prepare the required
documents consisting of their Non-Thai citizen profile form issued by the Department of
Provincial Administration (Ministry of the Interior), a copy of their ID card, and a copy of the
household registration of the employer. The employer must accompany their migrant
employees to the OSSC and submit the documents there. Next, each migrant must complete a
medical check at the OSSC and attend the Department of Provincial Administration to have
their biometric profiles recorded, including their photo and fingerprints. The Department of
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Provincial Administration then issues a Temporary Resident document (Tor Ror 38/1).

Migrant workers register at a One Stop Service Centre in Trat, Thailand, 14 August 2014

The fees for the registration process for migrant workers now total 3,080 Baht as of 31 July
2014. The fees include a 900 Baht fee for the three months work permit, an 80 Baht fee for
the Tor Ror 38/1, a 500 Baht fee for the medical check, and a 1,600 Baht fee for the health
insurance.
Migrant workers will be issued a Non-Thai citizen card which contains basic information as
well as their work permit and health insurance information.
The OSSC was designed to register migrant workers already in Thailand, but because the
registration process is much faster than migrating through the MOU channel, migrants who
were interviewed for this report said that many Cambodian migrants choose to obtain border
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passes to cross into Thailand, and then travel to their employment location and register at the
local OSSC centre.
“The One Stop service process is not complicated and allows more
migrants to apply. I think it is better than previous processes.”
(Cambodian migrant woman in her 40s, employed in a seafood
processing industry. Interviewed in Rayong Province on 12 August 2014)
“The process is easier and less time consuming than before because all
the paper work will be done at one place.” (Cambodian migrant man in
his 20s, employed in a seafood processing factory. Interviewed in Rayong
Province on 12 August 2014)

Obtaining border passes can be difficult for many Cambodians, as they are intended to be
used by residents of border provinces who commonly travel back and forth to Thailand.
Border passes also cost US$5 for border residents and US$15 for other Cambodians.lix In
addition, there is also a 70 Baht fee for each entry to Thailand. Regardless of these fees, this
process seems to have helped many Cambodian migrants get back to work in Thailand fast,
which was a top priority for many.
Facilitation Centre for the Return of Cambodian workers
The FCRCWs, established by the NCPO, are located in Sa Kaeo, Chanthaburi, Trat, and
Surin provinces and are under the purview of the Immigration Bureau, Department of
Administration, Ministry of Interior and Department of Employment, and the Ministry of
Labour.
Migration through the FCRCW begins when Cambodian migrants who have obtained a
border pass or passport issued by Cambodian immigration authorities submit their documents
at the Thai immigration check point. Thai Immigration checks migrants‘ immigration
documents through the Personal Identification and Blacklist Immigration Control System
(PIBICS) and assigns them a numbered place in line. While migrants are waiting to cross the
border, Thai authorities inform them of the NCPO‘s policy on migrant worker management.
Eventually, the police accompany these migrants across the border to the FCRCW.
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Cambodian returnees waiting to cross border at Poi Pet checkpoint to register at a FCRCW,
Cambodia, 3 July 2014

When migrants arrive at the FCRCW for registration, immigration officials first verify
migrants‘ immigration document. They then submit approval documents to the Department of
Provincial Administration officials in order to issue the temporary residential documents for
migrants. At this stage, migrants‘ photographs and fingerprints will be recorded in their
profile record and they will be issued a Non-Thai ID card (smart card) and Tor Ror 38/1 for a
total fee of 80 Baht. Migrant workers will also be issued a reference letter to certify their
re-entry permit. However only migrant workers whose employment has been verified through
their names being on an employee list submitted by a Thai employer or qualified migrants
with an employer request will be approved to return to work in Thailand.
Migrants‘ Thai employers also have a variety of requirements to fulfil. Employers who have
never legally hired Cambodian migrant workers before must submit to the provincial or
Bangkok employment office an application for a set number of visa slots of the overall quota
of foreign workers as well as various other documentations. Employers who already have
been granted a certain number of visa slots of the quota and have hired Cambodian workers
before must submit a list of their workers names. Only once the Cambodian workers have
obtained their documents issued by the FCRCW are their employers allowed to bring them to
their workplace.
The final step in the migration process through the FCRCW is applying for a work permit. To
complete that step, the employer must take their Cambodian migrant workers who have
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obtained documents issued by the FCRCW to apply for a temporary work permit at the OSSC
of the province where their workplace is located. The temporary work permit will be valid for
the remaining time that their temporary entry permit is valid.
One Stop Service Centre in Cambodia
The primary goal of the OSSCs in Cambodia is to facilitate the passport application process
for two groups of Cambodian migrants: those in Cambodia who wish to migrate through the
MOU process and also those who are already in Thailand but who wish to obtain national
identification documents to allow them to become documented. The Cambodian OSSCs
allow Cambodians to complete the requirements of the MOU process more quickly.
For migrants still in Cambodia who wish to migrate without a recruitment agency, they can
obtain the US$4 discounted passport through the OSSC by presenting proof of previous
employment in Thailand. Otherwise, without proof of previous employment in Thailand, they
must contract the services of a recruitment agency to connect them with a Thai employer who
offers them a job and documentary proof of employment.
The use of a private recruitment agency became more affordable as of 24 June 2014, when
the Cambodian Ministry of Labour set the combined permitted fee of a recruitment agency
for a passport, working permit, Thai employment visa, along with transport and food at
US$49.
The other group of Cambodians that these OSSCs are intended to help are migrants in
Thailand who want to obtain national identification documents. The Cambodian OSSCs can
issue Overseas Worker cards to these migrants and accept passport applications, but only if
they return to Cambodia. This is why the centres were set up in provinces bordering Thailand,
to facilitate a speedy process for the benefit of Cambodian migrants travelling from Thailand.

4-3. Overview of migrants returning to Thailand
“Previously, I could not afford to pay the registration fees, but I thought
being undocumented would not really affect my life in Thailand. However,
I just realized that if I am not registered, the army will arrest us.”
(Cambodian migrant man in his 20s, who used to be employed in
construction work in Chachoengsao Province. Interviewed in Sa Kaeo
Province on 18 August 2014)
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While the respective governments were setting up various mechanisms for migrants to return
to Thailand through formal or semi-formal systems as explained above, migrants were
starting to return to Thailand quickly. The MMN research team felt it would be important to
find out how they are migrating back to Thailand and the migrants‘ perspectives as to why
they have chosen those migration channels. A total of 13 Cambodian migrants were
interviewed in Thailand, all of whom had been living and working in Thailand prior to
leaving the country temporarily for Cambodia during the recent exodus. Of the respondents,
eight were female and five were male. Seven were between the ages of 19 and 30, three were
between 31 and 40, and three were between 41 and 50.
Of these migrants recently returned to Thailand, all but one had one or more children.
Furthermore, the livelihood of their families was farming for all but one of the interviewees.
This correlated to the high percentage of interviewee‘s families who owned land in Cambodia,
which was eleven. However only seven of respondents themselves owned land in Cambodia.

Photo courtesy of MMN

Prior to the interviewees‘ recent departure for Cambodia, they were employed primarily in
the fishing industry (nine respondents) with the remainder working in the construction
industry. Also prior to leaving Thailand, seven had spent only 3 to 6 months in the country,
one spent between 6 months and a year, four spent between 1 and 2 years, and one spent
between 2 and 3 years.

Fishery workers spreading fish to dry in Trat, Thailand

The most common reason that interviewees chose to return to Thailand was because of lack
of employment opportunities in Cambodia, which motivated six of respondents. Another
common reason was that their employers in Thailand requested they return to work, as was
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the case for three of interviewees. Another two returned because they heard the NCPO had
opened registration centres for migrant workers.
Most of the interviewees (five) did not go through any official process to enter Thailand.
They stated they choose this method of entry because they did not have a travelling document
and using brokers was both safe and cheaper than obtaining a passport. However four crossed
the border to Thailand and then went to a FCRCW. A common reason this path was chosen
was because migrants recognized it was a channel that would allow them to return to work
quickly. Another two obtained a passport and entered Thailand with a tourist visa.
They
choose this method because they had a passport and it allowed them to travel around
Thailand. Although many of the interviewees had not entered through regular channels,
twelve said they planned to join the current registration process.
“I think if migrants obtain documents, it will make our lives better. We
could then go to a market and visit friends”. (Cambodian migrant
woman in her 40s, employed in seafood processing work. Interviewed in
Rayong Province, 12 August 2014)
Many of the interviewees said that the new registration process in Thailand was easier and
less time consuming than before. However, they found the cost of the Cambodian passport
still too high. Furthermore some remarked that they would be unable to afford the registration
fees while also providing for their family. One respondent stated that the registration period
was too short, so they would be unable to save enough money to pay the registration fees in
time. A number of interviewees also said they did not have any information about the
registration process.
The interviewees were asked what their recommendations would be to the Thai and
Cambodian governments and to employers in Thailand. The migrant interviewees had four
main suggestions for the Thai government: to allow migrants to register regularly (at least
yearly); to enforce the minimum wage in all working sectors and for all workers; to reduce
the costs of registration; and to provide migrants with healthcare treatment equal to that
which Thais receive. The interviewees‘ suggestions for the Cambodian government included
the following: to create more job opportunities in Cambodia; and to provide assistance for
Cambodian migrants abroad. They had three main suggestions for employers in Thailand: to
increase wages, to provide paid sick leave, and to improve occupational health and safety.
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5. REFLECTION AND RECOMMENDATION FROM MMN
The sudden exodus of Cambodian migrants from Thailand earlier this year was a wakeup call
for many, drawing attention to the following issues.
First, it was a stark reminder that Thailand‘s economy needs migrant labour. This is a fact that
had long been recognised by many, but rarely formally acknowledged by the government
prior to the exodus of the Cambodian migrants. In June, the impact of the absence of these
workers was so great that Thai industries reliant on migrant labour stalled, and many feared
that it would soon have a detrimental effect on the economy. The situation forced the
government to issue statements that referred to ―the importance of migrant workers from
neighbouring countries toward driving Thailand‘s economy forward.‖ lx Despite this
longstanding dependence on migrant labour in many industries, migration policies have failed
to provide a long term and sustainable response to the millions of migrant workers working in
the country. As a result, the status of migrant workers has remained precarious, and many
have suffered harsh treatment and exploitation.
Secondly, despite the Cambodian government‘s initial assurance that it would find jobs for
those who had returned home, it became clear that the country would not be able to provide
so many migrant returnees with decent employment opportunities. The fact that many
migrant returnees who were interviewed for this research project recommended that the
Cambodian government ―develop industries‖ and/or ―create job opportunities‖ may indicate
that many migrants would prefer to remain in Cambodia if they could find decent jobs.
However, the reality is that there are very few livelihood opportunities in the rural areas of
Cambodia and people have no option but to migrate in order to find employment
opportunities. Those who can find work in Cambodian cities are still paid far below a living
wage. Thus, many regard migrating to Thailand as the only way to survive and support their
family. In order to make migration just one option, rather than the only realistic survival
strategy, the Cambodian government needs to critically examine the current model of the
country‘s economic development, and work towards achieving living wages for all workers in
Cambodia.
Thirdly, based on the interviews, it became clear that most migrants do wish to abide by the
law and obtain legal status in Thailand. However, many are currently finding the existing
formal migration channels too expensive or inaccessible. The inaccessibility is often
exacerbated by the fact that migrants do not receive the minimum wage in Thailand, let alone
enjoy any of the paid leave to which they are entitled under national labour laws such as sick
leave. Hence migrants‘ capacity to afford the fees necessary to obtain legal documents is
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systematically hindered. It is high time that the government ensure all workers receive
minimum wages and receive paid sick leave as a matter of right. Enforcing these laws is
likely to enable more migrants to invest their time and money in pursuing legal migration
channels and/or registration processes.
Finally, the exodus of the Cambodian migrants highlighted the lack of confidence among
migrants in law enforcement institutions, and the possible impact of the authorities‘ stern
rhetoric towards migrants. Over the years, migrants in Thailand have seen law enforcement
attempt to control the migrant population while doing little to protect them, rarely bringing
employers to justice for underpaying, mistreating, and exploiting their migrant employees.
This was exacerbated by the NCPO‘s repeated rhetoric referring to ―the migrant worker
problem‖, which instigated fear of a violent crackdown on migrants. If the regular/legal
migration channels are to be pushed forward, it is important that all the stakeholders work
towards restoring migrants‘ trust in law enforcement institutions. They need to be confident
that the respective government bodies will ensure that migrant workers receive the minimum
wage, that worksites are inspected to ensure that there are safe conditions, that all employers
will be made apply for their employees‘ social security, that employers will not confiscate
workers‘ documents, and that infringement of any of their rights will be punished. Only if
such confidence is restored will the government‘s efforts to regularise migrants‘ status
become effective, as they will be fully supported by the migrant workers themselves.
With these findings in mind, we urge the respective stakeholders to consider the following
recommendations.
For the Government of Cambodia to:


review its national development policies to create decent jobs with living wages and
improve the standard of living of its people;



strengthen the power of the Ministry of Labour to protect the rights of its citizens
working both within the country and on foreign soil;



formulate policies concerning labour and migration in consultation with the very
workers who are affected by them;

 plan and implement national development policies that are prepared for the eventual
return of Cambodian migrant workers; and
 provide workers with low interest loans in order to avoid further indebtedness due to
the high interest rate loans often taken out to facilitate migration.
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For the Government of Thailand to:
 conduct a critical assessment of the impact of its immigration policies;
 Ensure that all workers receive their entitled minimum wage and work towards
providing a living wage for all;
 review the policies that increase migrants‘ risk of being left undocumented, leaving
them vulnerable to arrest and deportation;
 ensure that deportation is carried out only as a last resort in managing undocumented
migrant populations; and
 develop policies concerning migrant labour on a long term basis.
For the governments of Thailand and Cambodia to:
 review the current migration mechanisms in order to make them simpler, faster, cheaper
and more accessible for ordinary workers; and
 collaborate to ensure that deportation is carried out in a safe and dignified manner and
with legal oversight, in cases where such law enforcement is inevitable.
For ASEAN to:
 clarify the scope of the ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of the
Rights of Migrant Workers and encourage its member states to review their respective
migration policies to improve the lives of migrants across industries; and
 encourage investment in migration origin countries that have good business ethics and
contribute to developing human resources there.
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6. ANNEXES
ANNEX 1:
Statistical Analysis of Interviews with Cambodian Migrants in Cambodia
Table 1: Province in Cambodia the respondents come from
Province in Cambodia the respondents come from

No.

Per cent

Banteay Meanchey

31

46.3

Battambong

1

1.5

Kampong Cham

18

26.9

Kampot

1

1.5

Kandal

10

14.9

Prey Veng

3

4.5

Siem Reap

2

3.0

Takeo

1

1.5

67

100.0

Total

Table 2: Repondents’ duration of stay in Thailand
Repondents’ duration of stay in Thailand

No.

Per cent

< 3 months

22

32.8

3 - < 6 months

14

20.9

6 months - <1 year

8

11.9

1 - <2 years

10

14.9

2 - <3 years

4

6.0

3 - <4 years

2

3.0

4 - <5 years

5

7.5

5 - <10 years

2

3.0

67

100.0

Total

Table 3: Place in Thailand the respondents were residing/working before returning to Cambodia
Place in Thailand the respondents were

No.

Per cent

Bangkok

15

22.4

Buriram

1

1.5

Chachoengsao

4

6.0

Chonburi

23

34.3

Nakhonratchasima

1

1.5

residing/working before returning to Cambodia
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Pathum Thani

2

3.0

Prachuap Khirikan

3

4.5

Rayong

3

4.5

Sa Kaeo

1

1.5

Samut Prakan

5

7.5

Songkhla

1

1.5

Trat

2

3.0

Don’t know

5

7.5

No answer

1

1.5

67

100.0

Total

Table 4: Type of Documentation the respondents have in Thailand
Type of Documentation the respondents have in

No.

Per cent

54

80.6

Had a border pass and overstayed

3

4.5

Had gone through NV process and received a regular

2

3.0

5

7.5

Had a valid work permit when left Thailand

2

3.0

No answer

1

1.5

67

100.0

No.

Per cent

Arrested by authority and deported

7

10.4

Heard authority cracking down undocumented migrant

30

44.8

Employer got scared and asked me to leave

6

9.0

Family in Cambodia got worried and asked me to return

12

17.9

Other* (To obtain/extend passport, No employment in

12

17.9

67

100.0

Thailand
No documentation at all

passport but work permit expired
Migrated legally through recruitment agency but work
permit expired

Total

Table 5: Why/how the respondents left Thailand?
Why/how the respondents left Thailand?

workers

Thailand, sick, My family requested I return for other
reasons etc.)
Total

41
Table 6: Fee in the deportation process paid by the respondents had left Thailand by being
arrested and deported by authority
If the respondents had to pay any fee in the process

No.

Per cent

Yes

5

71.4

No

2

28.6

Total

7

100.0

No.

Per cent

Less than $15

1

20.0

$16 - $25

3

60.0

More than $25

1

20.0

Total

5

100.0

How much the respondents had to pay

Table 7: Type of work the respondents did before deportation/return
Type of work the respondents did before deportation/return

No.

Per cent

1. Agriculture

3

4.5

2. Construction

35

52.2

3. Factory

15

22.4

4. Fishing and related industry

2

* Fisherman

1

1.5

* Drying squids at home (work for a family based business)

1

1.5

5. Service worker

2

* Working in a bakery shop

1

1.5

* Working in a restaurant

1

1.5

6. Informal Traders

2

* Goods selling worker

1

1.5

* Retailer/seller

1

1.5

7. Domestic work

2

3.0

8. Others

6

* Driver

1

1.5

* Air conditioner repairer

1

1.5

* Plumber

1

1.5

* Meat production

1

1.5

* Rubbish collector

1

1.5

* Security Guard

1

1.5

67

100.0

Total

42
Table 8: If the employer in Thailand owes the respondents any wage
If the employer in Thailand owes the respondents any wage

No.

Per cent

Yes

15

22.4

No

51

76.1

No answer

1

1.5

Total

67

100.0

How much the employer in Thailand owes the respondents?

No.

Per cent

Less than $50

2

13.3

$50 <$100

5

33.3

$100 <$150

2

13.3

$150 <$200

3

20.0

Above $200

3

20.0

Total

15

100.0

Table 9: If the respondents incur any debt during migration experiences
Did you incur any debt during your migration experiences

No.

Per cent

Yes

36

53.7

No

31

46.3

67

100.0

No.

Per cent

Not paid off yet

19

52.8

Paid off

16

44.4

Paid off partially

1

2.8

Total

How return affected debt?

Table 10: Number of respondent have received supports/assistants
If the respondents have received
assistance as the following

Thai Authority
(15)

Cambodian
Authority (17)

UN/NGOs

Other

(19)

People/Agencies

Food

4

11

18

1

Drinks

3

10

18

0

Transportation

15

10

0

0

Housing

0

0

0

0

Legal assistance

0

0

0

0

Information

0

0

0

0

Medical check ups

0

0

0

0

Medical care

0

0

0

0
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Money

0

1

1

0

Others

0

0

1

0

Table 11: If the respondents need any immediate short-term assistance
Did you incur any debt during your migration experiences

No.

Per cent

Yes

38

56.7

No

26

38.8

No answer

3

4.5

Total

67

100.0

No.

Per cent

Go back to home town and look for a job

13

19.4

Go back to home town and wait until it's a better time to

30

44.8

Go to big cities e.g. Phnom Penh and look for a job

1

1.5

Stay near border and see if can return to Thailand soon

6

9.0

Have no idea what I should do now

11

16.4

Others (Open a small business at home, No plan and do

6

9.0

67

100.0

No.

Per cent

Yes

54

80.6

No

12

17.9

No answer

1

1.5

67

100.0

Table 12: What the respondents plan to do now
What the respondents plan to do now?

return to Thailand

not want to return to Thailand, Rice farming in home
province etc.)
Total

Table 13: If the respondents want to migrate to Thailand again
If the respondents want to migrate to Thailand again

Total

Table 14: Sources of information the respondents trust the most concerning migration
Sources of information the respondents trust the most

No.

Per cent

Friends

4

30.8

Families

5

38.5

Employers

3

23.1

Myself

1

7.7

concerning migration

44
Total

13

100

Table 15: Important factors in the respondents’ decision about choosing a method of migration
st

Factors

1 priority

nd

2 priority

rd

th

3 priority

th

4 priority

5 priority

No.

Per cent

No.

Per cent

No.

Per cent

No.

Per cent

No.

Per cent

Cost

5

38.5

2

15.4

4

30.8

0

00.0

2

15.4

Time/efficiency

0

00.0

2

15.4

3

23.1

7

53.8

1

7.7

Safety

3

23.1

6

46.2

1

7.7

2

15.4

1

7.7

Legal/illegal

5

38.5

3

23.1

2

15.4

2

15.4

1

7.7

0

00.0

0

00.0

3

23.1

2

15.4

8

61.5

13*

100.0

13

100.0

13

100.0

13

100.0

13

100.0

Availability

of

information
Total

*This question was insert in the new questionnaires, that‘s why only 13 respondents.
ANNEX 2:

Statistical Analysis of Interviews with the Families of Cambodian Migrants
Table 1: Province in Cambodia the respondents come from
Province in Cambodia the respondents come from

No.

Per cent

Banteay Meanchey

24

63.1

Kandal

6

15.8

Kampong Cham

5

13.2

Takeo

3

7.9

38

100.0

Total

Table 2: Livelihood of the respondents and their families
Livelihood of the respondents and their families

No.

Per cent

Agriculture

17

44.7

Agriculture and outside labor

5

13.2

Domestic work/family child care

8

21.1

Fish catching and laborer

1

2.6

Garment factory worker

1

2.6

No job (illness)

1

2.6

No land for agriculture

1

2.6

Retailer and sell gas

1

2.6

Seasonal laborer

1

2.6

Sell local cakes

1

2.6
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Sewing cloths
Total

1

2.6

38

100

Table 3: Income of the respondents’ families
Monthly income of the respondents’ families

No.

Per cent

Less than $100

5

13.2

$100 <$200

8

21.1

$200 <$300

3

7.9

$300 <$400

2

5.3

More than $1000

1

2.6

Irregular income

1

2.6

No income

4

10.5

Not sure

1

2.6

No answer

13

34.2

38

100.0

No.

Per cent

Less than $500

3

7.9

$500 <$1000

6

15.8

$1000 <$1500

2

5.3

$1500 <$2000

2

5.3

$2000 <$2500

2

5.3

$2500 <$3000

1

2.6

$3500 <$4000

3

7.9

No income

1

2.6

Not sure

1

2.6

No answer

17

44.7

38

100.0

Total

Yearly income of the respondents’ families

Total

Table 4: Respondents’ family member duration in Thailand
How long the respondents’ family member was

No.

Per cent

Less than 3 months

8

21.1

3-less than 6 months

9

23.7

6 months-less than 1 year

6

15.8

1-less than 2 years

8

21.1

2-less than 3 years

3

7.9

in Thailand
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3-less than 4 years

3

7.9

5-less than 10 years

1

2.6

38

100.0

Total

Table 5: Where is Thailand the respondents’ family member was working before returning to
Cambodia
Place in Thailand the respondent’s family member

No.

Per cent

Bangkok

3

7.9

Chonburi

3

7.9

Kanchanaburi

1

2.6

Nakhon Pathom

1

2.6

Nonthaburi

1

2.6

Pranchinburi

1

2.6

Rayong

3

7.9

Sa Kaeo

1

2.6

Samut Prakan

1

2.6

Samut Sakhon

1

2.6

Southern Thailand

1

2.6

2

3.0

21

55.3

67

100.0

was working before returning to Cambodia

Trat
Don't know
Total

Table 6: Type of work the respondents did before deportation/return
Type of work the respondents did before deportation/return

No.

Per cent

1. Agriculture

3

7.9

2. Construction

14

36.8

3. Factory

7

18.4

4. Fishing and related industry

2

5.3

5. Service worker

5

*Pork delivery for Thai employer

1

2.6

* Hotel Worker

1

2.6

* Work in food shop

2

5.3

* Office cleaner

1

2.6

6. Informal Traders

2

* Food seller

1

2.6

* Pork seller

1

2.6
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7. Domestic work

2

8. Others

1

* Electric repair

1

2.6

8. Don’t know

2

5.3

38

100.0

No.

Per cent

Yes

35

92.1

No

1

2.6

No answer

2

5.3

Total

38

100.0

Total

5.3

Table 7: If the respondents’ family member sent remittances
If the respondents’ family member sent remittances

Table 8: If the respondents’ family incurred any debt from sending their family member abroad
If the respondents’ family incurred any debt from sending

No.

Per cent

Yes

26

68.4

No

12

31.6

38

100.0

their family member abroad

Total

Table 9: If the respondents would like their family member to migrate again
If the respondents would like their family member to migrate

No.

Per cent

Yes

33

86.8

No

5

13.2

38

100.0

again

Total

ANNEX 3:
Statistical Analysis of Interviews with Cambodian Migrants in Thailand
Table 1: Province in Cambodia the respondents come from
Province in Cambodia the respondents come from

No.

Per cent

Battambong

4

30.8

Kampong Cham

4

30.8

Prey Veng

4

30.8

Pursat

1

7.7

13

100.0

Total

48
Table 2: Livelihood of the respondents’ family
Livelihood of the respondents’ family

No.

Per cent

Farmer

12

92.3

Manual labour

1

7.7

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Yes

7

53.8

No

6

46.2

Total

13

100.0

Total

If the respondents have land in Cambodia

Table 3: Place in Thailand the respondents were residing/working before returning to Cambodia
Place in Thailand the respondents were

No.

Per cent

Bangkok

1

7.7

Chachoengsao

1

7.7

Nakhon Prathom

1

7.7

Rayong

8

61.5

Sa Kaeo

1

7.7

Trat

1

3.0

13

100.0

residing/working before returning to Cambodia

Total

Table 4: Repondents’ duration of stay in Thailand
Repondents’ duration of stay in Thailand

No.

Per cent

3-less than 6 months

7

53.8

6 months-less than 1 year

1

7.7

1-less than 2 years

4

30.8

2-less than 3 years

1

7.7

13

100.0

Total

Table 5: Type of Documentation the respondents have in Thailand
Type of Documentation the respondents have in

No.

Per cent

12

92.3

1

7.7

13

100.0

Thailand
No documentation at all
Had gone through NV process and received a regular
passport but work permit expired
Total

49
Table 6: Why/how the respondents left Thailand?
Why/how the respondents left Thailand?

No.

Per cent

7

53.8

1

9.0

4

17.9

1

17.9

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

No work in Cambodia

6

46.2

Employer request to return to work

3

23.1

Cash carried back home was running out

1

7.7

Other

3

23.1

* I heard the NCPO opened new centers for migrant

2

15.4

1

7.7

13

100.0

I heard the authority was cracking down undocumented
migrant workers, so I got scared and decided to leave
Employer got scared of possible punishment for hiring
an undocumented migrant worker, and asked me to
leave
My family in Cambodia got worried and asked me to
return
Other* (My husband heard the authority was cracking
down undocumented migrant workers, so he got
scared and decided to leave. So that I need to follow
him to return to Cambodia)
Total

Table 7: Why the respondents migrated back to Thailand
Why the respondents migrated back to Thailand?

workers
* I can earn more money if working in Thailand
Total
Table 8: How the respondents returned to Thailand
How the respondents returned to Thailand?
Crossed the border to Thailand first and went to a

No.

Per cent

4

30.8

Not through any official processes

5

38.5

Other

4

30.8

Total

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Yes

13

100.0

No

0

0.0

Total

13

100.0

facilitation service

If the respondents paid any fee in the process

50
For what the respondents paid the fees

No.

Per cent

Bus fares

1

7.7

Document and travelling fees

1

7.7

Document fees

4

30.8

Travelling costs and passport fees

1

7.7

Travelling fees

6

46.2

Total

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Agency/Broker

8

61.5

Bus company

1

7.7

Employer

1

7.7

Employer/Agency

2

15.4

Thai Army

1

7.7

Total

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Less than $50

3

23.1

$50 <$100

5

38.5

$150 <$200

2

15.4

$350 <$400

2

15.4

$400 and above

1

7.7

Total

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Agricultural work

1

7.7

Construction work

2

15.4

Factory work

1

7.7

Related fishing work

9

69.2

13

100.0

No.

Per cent

Yes

10

76.9

No

3

23.1

13

100.0

To whom the respondents paid the fees

How much the respondents paid

Table 8: Respondents’ recent work
Respondents’ recent work

Total

If the respondents returned to same work/employer

Total

51
Table 9: Current immigration status obtained by the respondents/their family members
Current immigration status obtained by the

No.

Per cent

I have a border pass

3

23.1

I'm waiting for a queue to register for work permit at the One

1

7.7

Undocumented

2

15.4

Work permit issued by the One Stop Service Center at

7

53.8

13

100.0

respondents/their family members

Stop Service Center, Rayong province

Rayong province
Total

Table 10: If the respondents plan to join the current registration process
If the respondents plan to join the current registration

No.

Per cent

Yes*

12

92.3

No

1

7.7

13

100.0

process

Total

ANNEX 4:
Number of Cambodian Migrant Returnees, updated as of 23 June 2014
Source: Poipet Transit Center, Ministry of Social Affairs located at Poipet.
Date

Deportees

Men

Women

Children

6 June 2014

205

107

85

13

7 June 2014

346

132

187

27

8 June 2014

489

220

231

38

9 June 2014

2,160

1209

750

201

10 June 2014

2,993

1,635

1,058

300

11 June 2014

7,686

4,051

3,215

420

12 June 2014

16,508

9,451

5,724

1,333

13 June 2014

40,339

36,509

1,209

2,621

14 June 2014

43,834

23,295

16,893

3,646

15 June 2014

26,763

14,756

9,604

2,403

16 June 2014

15,508

7,727

6,312

1,469

17 June 2014

14,598

8,010

5,463

1,125

18 June 2014

8,427

4,555

3,245

627

19 June 2014

4,636

2,651

1,603

382

52
20 June 2014

2,437

1,259

882

296

21 June 2014

6,539

3,517

2,510

512

22 June 2014

5,102

2,852

1,889

361

23 June 2014

1,640

953

566

121

Given total:

122,889

61,426

15,895

Total:

199,760*
* According to
government
calculations; our
total is 200,210

ANNEX 5:
NCPO Announcement 67/2557: Temporary measures in addressing migrant
workers

ANNEX 6:
NCPO Announcement 68/2557: Urgent Interim Measures to Prevent and
Suppress Human Trafficking and Solve Problems pertaining to Migrant
Workers, Phase One

ANNEX 7:
NCPO Announcement 70/2557: Interim Measures in solving the problem of
migrant workers and human trafficking
ANNEX 8:
NCPO Announcement 77/2557: Establishment of additional One Stop Service
Centers for the Registration of Migrant Workers and Measures for orderly
orderly management of migrant workers working on fishing vessels in provinces
bordering the sea
ANNEX 9:
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NCPO Announcement 90/2557: Establishment of additional One Stop Service
Centers for the Registration of Migrant Workers
ANNEX 10:
NCPO Announcement 94/2557: Establishment of additional One Stop Service
Centers for the Registration of Migrant Workers

ANNEX 11:
NCPO Announcement 117/2557
ANNEX 12:
NCPO Announcement 118/2557
ANNEX 13:
MOPH Announcement on Health Check Up and Health Insurance for Migrants
(English & Thai)
ANNEX 14:
Cambodian Sub-Decree N.205, regarding subsidized passports 20 June 2014
(Khmer)
ANNEX 15:
Cambodian Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training Public Announcement
on the Process and Price for legal migration documents to work at Thailand
through private recruitment agencies, 24 June 2014 (Khmer)

ANNEX 16:
Cambodian Ministerial Order N.014, regarding procedure to legally migrate to
work in Thailand, 16 July 2014 (Khmer)
ANNEX 17:

Memorandum of Agreement Migration Flowchart (English & Khmer)
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